
Dignity and Justice for All: Stories of Protest,
Resistance and Change

On March 24, 2021, over 175 teachers of grades 3 - 8, school
librarians, and other professionals attended the conference
Dignity and Justice for All: Stories of Protest, Resistance, and
Change. The keynote speaker, Dr. Debbie Reese, discussed
An Indigenous People’s History of the United States by Dr.
Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz, the book that she and Dr. Jean
Mendoza adapted for young people. These questions were
selected from those posed by participants after her keynote
address and her afternoon session. The text has been edited
for readability.

CONFERENCE ATTENDEE: What is the difference in terms between Native Americans
and American Indians? I'm wondering if you could address that, and which people prefer,
or what-- how do you think about that?

DEBBIE REESE: My website is called “American Indians and Children's Literature” because I
want to be broad in what I'm doing. But over and over on the website I emphasize tribally
specific language. And I tried to do that today, too. You can say Native American when you're
speaking broadly, or you can say American Indian, or you can say Indigenous, you can say First
Nations. There's some terms that you can use that are global in nature.

But you can't accurately call me a Native American. It's best that you call me a woman of
Nambé Owingeh. Because when you do that-- when you give that kind of specificity about me
after you leave today's webinar, people are going to say, what? And there's your chance as a
teacher to say, well, she's from a Pueblo in northern New Mexico. There's 19 Pueblos in
northern New Mexico. And did you know they have six different languages in New Mexico
spoken amongst the Pueblo people?

I guess what I'm thinking is that when you're going into tribally specific information, you are
pushing back against that monolithic idea that all Indians wore big feathered headdresses, and
hunted buffalo, and lived in tepees. We didn't. We don't. We're much more diverse than that. So
the broader terms are good when you're speaking broadly. But the best practice, as teachers, is
definitely to be tribally specific.
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CONFERENCE ATTENDEE: Hi. So I am wondering if you could talk a little bit about if
there's a place for having students do this critical analysis of the books that we have in
our classroom? Or if it's better to just clear out all the problematic books and replace
them?

DEBBIE REESE: OK, sorry. So it sounds like you might be talking about having a space in your
classroom, that would be like a study center, where kids would analyze books, and make notes,
and provide examples of why those are stereotypes. I like that idea a lot. I have not heard of
anything like that. And so then that would result in kids making a decision. OK this is
problematic, or this is a shelf of stereotypes, or something like that? I like that idea, quite a lot
actually. Is that what you meant?

CONFERENCE ATTENDEE: Yes, we do that in third grade with Thanksgiving stories. We
do essentially the same thing that you described doing. I grab all the books I can find
from my local library. And we talk about whose perspective is told, and realize none of
them have the Native perspective. And then we think about what we could possibly do
about that. So I'm just wondering if seeing all those stereotypes-- What I've been
wondering, is seeing all those stereotypes detrimental? Is analyzing them-- I've just been
doing a lot of thinking. So I wanted to hear your thoughts on it.

DEBBIE REESE: I would want-- I guess it depends on the students, and it depends on the
teacher, and how you're doing that. I am thrilled with that. To me, it sounds like a very
empowering kind of thing. I find learning about images, even if they're stereotypical or bad,
learning that and knowing that is knowledge that I can share with others. And I just think it's a
terrific idea. I would love to see a video of you doing that or a write up of that. Gosh, to me that’s
such a model.

I understand that you think it's detrimental to see these images over and over. But if it's a space
in the classroom where kids have the option to go in or not, then I think that's different. If a kid's
uncomfortable with that, then they don't have to go into that area of the classroom. What I
think-- And I think-- I'm not sure but-- If you're doing it every year, then you'll have a different
group of students each year. So I think that that particular part won't be hurtful to-- It can't be
hurtful if it's a different set of students each year. I don't know if that made any sense, but I really
like the idea.

CONFERENCE ATTENDEE: Do you think social media movements are positively
influencing the production and promotion of diverse books?
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DEBBIE REESE: Absolutely. On my website, you will see, in those tabs that I showed there,
there's one, I don't know what I have it called. Books that were withdrawn, or revised, because
through social media-- It's uncomfortable, I know, for writers, when somebody says, "Hey, you've
got this stereotype in your book." Or when a writer will read a tweet that I might send out that
says, "Don't use low man on the totem pole. Because low man on the totem pole is a
misrepresentation of totem poles to the people who make them." That's a very common
expression in the American conversations. It needs to go because it's inaccurate. So, for
example, Ashley Hope Pérez has a book in-- I can't think of the name of her book now, but it's a
young adult novel. And she has low man on the totem pole on there. And she saw that it was a
problematic phrase, and so she asked that it be taken out of her next printing of the book. So we
have examples of writers telling their editors, "I goofed. Can we change this?" So that's
happening.

We also see social media informing and shaping what publishing houses are doing. I think that
the Dr. Seuss conversations that we're having, at the present time, are an example of that.
Where some of these books have problematic stereotypes of many different people. There is a
terrific article about that in Sarah Park Dahlen's journal. I hope somebody knows which one I'm
talking about. About orientalism in Doctor Seuss books. Somebody can look for the URL and
drop it in there. That went all over social media. That's a free article
(https://sophia.stkate.edu/rdyl/vol1/iss2/4/). It got shared and shared and shared on social
media. And I would bet big money that the Seuss company saw that article being shared and
realized, we got to look at these books.

The other thing that I think was happening with that, is that they-- Because I'm talking about, in
particular the depictions in three of those books, of Eskimos, Eskimo fish and Eskimo people.
When Alaska Airlines started a new campaign and they said, "This is our Eskimo." They used
the words "our Eskimo" and it had a stereotypical image. Alaskan people said, "No this is not
OK." And so they dropped that campaign. And then in the summer, with Black Lives Matters,
and so much critical looking at monuments, and commercial products.

...So I think social media is wonderful. It's scary as heck. All kinds of awful things happen. But all
kinds of good things happen too. The tools are only as good as we use them. The ways that we
use them. So I think it's a good thing.
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CONFERENCE ATTENDEE: Are there other resources for people, and maybe adult
resources, that we can use to start diving into some of this to teach ourselves or to
unlearn things we know? What other resources would you recommend?

DEBBIE REESE: I think that I have learned so much from Cynthia Leitich Smith. She's got) a
blog called Cynsations and she often has interviews with Native writers there. So I highly
recommend that you take a look at what Cynthia is providing. The National Congress of
American Indians has some terrific publications that teachers can use
(https://americanindian.si.edu/nk360/about/native-knowledge-360).

I think you could also delve into certain spaces like the Native American Rights Fund that gets--
that is all about treaties and the ways that Native people are trying to have the treaties
respected and followed by various entities because they're-- corporations in the United States
are constantly moving against treaties. So the Native American Rights Fund is a great source
because what I-- I'm not sure I emphasized this enough, but we are nations of people. And
many times teachers tend to think of us as people with culture. And we certainly are a people
with culture, but we are also people with a political status that other cultural groups in the
country do not have. We have governments. We elect our leaders. We have jurisdiction over our
homelands. There was a case yesterday that was heard at the Supreme Court about
jurisdictional issues on tribal lands and who has jurisdiction, who can do this, who can do that.

So I think that one of the fundamentally important things people have to understand is that
Native people have a distinct status as nations of people. And when you shift over to that, then
you have a-- you're standing in a different place and you start to think about the legal issues.
Treaties aren't just like cool things. Treaties, we make treaties with-- the United States makes
treaties with nations around the globe. They matter. They carry a tremendous amount of weight.
So, shifting from that idea that we are people with cultures who have different languages, and
dance, and who do different kinds of things with foods, that's important to know. But even more
important is the idea of nationhood and sovereignty.

Q: Do you have recommendations about how to teach elementary students about Native
American history across different tribes, and the injustices among them by the growing
US, without making the white students feel ashamed of themselves or their own
heritage? Finding the right balance can be difficult.

DEBBIE REESE: Read Birchbark House. Because one of the differences in reading Little
House on the Prairie and reading Birchbark House is that the ways that Laura Ingalls Wilder
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talks about Native people are derogatory. They're harmful. They make Native people feel bad.
There are three times in there where she says the only good Indian is a dead Indian.

Louise Erdrich did not do that in Birchbark House. She is being honest about the history, but
she is not inflicting pain on white readers in the ways that Laura Ingalls Wilder did in Little
House on the Prairie. I'm losing sight of the question, I'm afraid. How do we make white people
feel comfortable?

MODERATOR: I think the question's about balance. That it's hard, sometimes, for
people-- I see this in some of the questions-- to teach this to young children without them
feeling a lot of guilt or something. Like what's the right balance when you're starting with
younger students?

DEBBIE REESE: I'm not so sure, actually, that this is about how young children feel. Young
children understand what's fair and what's not fair. They understand what we call bias and
things that are just flat-out not fair. Kids understand that. Adults, that's where you get that
comfort. And I'm sure you do with young people, too, but I really think this is an adult issue,
where adults are uncomfortable with the history, and how they have taught it, how they have
learned it, how they have passed it onto others. And so I think some of that is actually rooted in
adult discomfort and not so much in kids' discomfort.

And I also think we have to get a grip on this whole idea of what's uncomfortable or what's
comfortable because a lot of these depictions are just factually wrong. They are-- they're not just
stereotypes, they're just factually wrong. And we would never let a fellow teacher teach kids that
3 plus 5 is 12 because that is not ethical. It's not an ethical thing for a teacher to do because
they know that's not the right answer.
They have to figure out how to come to terms with the fact that the history that they got is wrong
and that they're going to do something different. Now, how they do that, It's going to vary by
every teacher. Some people are fine with just saying this is wrong.

One of the things that I encourage teachers to do is when they're reading a book and they come
across that, they stop right there and talk about what's wrong with it. And they don't keep going.
Because I think that sometimes you just have to set a book down, set it aside. Because you're
going to keep doing that over and over. One of the things that people try to do is they say, well,
I'll just read A Little House on the Prairie aloud to my kid and I will correct the problems as we
go. There's too many problems. It becomes cumbersome. It becomes awkward.
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The better choice from the start would have been to say, oh, yeah, this is not accurate. This
person did not tell the truth. You don't have to say she was a liar. You could say, maybe she
didn't know, but let's find something different. Let's do something different.
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